
  

You replied to Simon Fox  

25 JUL  

@SimonFox As Liudmyla says, it is a very good exercise and I tried it a couple of 

times by asking certain students who performed exceptionally in their Class Activities 

to stand and explain to their peers their methodology.  

They performed very well to the limit the other students told me (I'm fired and will 

have the other students to replace me.) Flipantly... 

 View conversation  

  

Transformative learning – the Coventry Way  

27 JUN  

I was impressed by Ian Dunn's term when he said "Modern Learners".  

That's a key definition of the generation we are tutoring and dealing with today. The 

term modern expands to all 6 pillars of the CU Education Strategy but mostly applies 

to the last one on the list “innovation and digital fluency”. Tutors have to catch up 

with  

Amongst the modern learners... 

  

Provoking, inducing, teaching, learning, reflective, tedious at times exciting at more 

times. But in all truth, this course had a permanent positive effect on my learning 

process and accordingly onto my teaching methods and way forward in education.  

I wish to say: "Thanks to all of you "Educators" especially you Alice for your 

guidance,help and mentoring" Also... 

  

You made a comment  

Taking responsibility in addressing the attainment gap  

As Sharon Naughton says, recognition criteria can go off mark and the results can be 

depressive as it may be built on "non-performance measures" entirely 
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You made a comment  

Is teaching required for learning to happen?  

22 JUN  

I agree 100% with all of my "co-participants" and the 110 comments. I was just 

waiting for the number to reach that figure so I can be number 111.........  

To a more serious note, I certainly believe that teaching is an integrated part of 

learning.  

However, a tutor must keep in mind that tutoring is a two way ally, otherwise it will 

become boring.... and... 
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